Student Information sheet

CS4290/CS6290 High-performance Computer Architecture

Instructor: Hyesoon Kim

Please print, fill out, and submit this form with a recognizable photograph on Aug 28, 2008.

Name:__________       email: ___________________________________________

Program/year: undergraduate__ MS __ PhD  Major ___

Special area: _________________

CS2200 (or equivalent):  Semester/year completed: ____________Instructor: _______

Have you ever programmed in C++?

If yes, fluency level (expert, good, okay, weak, never -- circle one)

Why are you enrolled in this course:

What do you expect to learn from this course:

What are your education goals beyond the current degree you are working toward:

What are your career objectives as far as you know right now:

Any other comments you would like to make (about anything!):